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Abstract

One of the many challenges faced by visually impaired

(VI) individuals is the crossing of intersections while re-

maining within the crosswalk. We present a Learning from

Demonstration (LfD) approach to tackle this problem and

provide VI users with an assistive agent. Contrary to previ-

ous methods, our solution does not presume the existence

of particular features in crosswalks. The application of

the LfD framework helped us transfer sighted individuals’

abilities to the intelligent assistive agent. Our proposed

approach started from a collection of 215 demonstrative

videos of intersection crossings executed by sighted indi-

viduals (”the experts”). We labeled the video frames to

gather the experts’ recommended actions, and then applied

a policy derivation technique to extract the optimal behav-

ior using state-of-the-art Convolutional Neural Networks.

Finally, to assess the feasibility of such a solution, we eval-

uated the performance of the trained agent in predicting ex-

pert actions.

1. Introduction

Independent navigation of a city is a significantly chal-

lenging task for individuals with visual impairment. This

challenge is further exacerbated when the environment they

are navigating is unknown. For this reason, they tend to

remain in known environments [25], as they learn the inter-

section characteristics of those routes. Some of the prob-

lems they face include determining whether the intersec-

1Equally contributed to this work.
2Research conducted while visiting Shared Reality Lab at the Centre

for Intelligent Machines, McGill University.

tion is one- or two-way, orienting to the correct direction

for crossing, obtaining the status of the pedestrian signal,

and detecting veering during the crossing phase. With re-

gard to the last of these, mobility training focuses on tech-

niques to keep the individual walking as straight as possible

while maintaining a safe distance from parallel traffic, i.e.,

remaining within the marked lines designating pedestrian

crossings. Unfortunately, even after training, detection of

veering remains difficult [17]. It has been noted that regard-

less of visual impairment, in the absence of environmental

cues, humans tend to walk in circles [43], with diameters as

small as 20 meters. This has obvious implications to cross-

ing at intersections, which can be of similar length.

Various assistive devices are available to help the visu-

ally impaired explore a city, including talking GPS sys-

tems, and those providing information about points of in-

terest around the user [30]. However, these do not solve the

problem of safe crossing at intersections, which is generally

agreed to be the most difficult and risky aspects of indepen-

dent travel for visually impaired individuals [42].

Accessible pedestrian signal (APS) systems provide in-

dications of when it is safe to cross [40], and in certain

cases, offer auditory cues that help the user determine orien-

tation. Unfortunately, these auditory cues are often masked

by background noise. More problematically, due to their

high cost, estimated at over $25k per new installation, and

approximately $8k at intersections with existing poles [28],

APS deployment remains limited. For example, according

to the Montreal Association for the Blind, the city of Mon-

treal, Canada, with 1875 intersections [14], reportedly has

only 133 installed APS systems [1].

A potential alternative, explored by several research ef-

forts, considers the use of embedded sensors, such as ac-
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celerometers or gyroscopes found in typical smartphones

[31, 37, 17] to provide the feedback necessary to prevent

veering. However, sensor instability and the potential need

for frequent re-calibration pose obstacles to such efforts.

Furthermore, while these solutions may reduce veering be-

havior, they do not help with the initial alignment of the user

in the correct direction at the start of crossing.

Relying instead on visual information provided by the

smartphone camera represents an attractive alternative. This

is especially the case considering that non-visual under-

standing of the environment is not only less effective and

efficient, but also potentially dangerous, compared to scan-

ning the surrounding using vision [6]. However, process-

ing of the wide variety of street scenes to extract the ap-

propriate features, if present, needed for such guidance has

long been a daunting challenge. Fortunately, the recent

explosion of capability of deep learning systems offers a

potential solution. In particular, the convolutional neural

network (CNN) architecture has been shown to outperform

all other methods for image recognition and classification

tasks [18, 12, 19, 21, 26]. Previous work [46] has shown

that the features these CNN models learn can be transfered

to tackle a different problem. In this paper, we combine

such pre-trained models with Learning from Demonstra-

tions [20] techniques to provide real-time feedback to vi-

sually impaired individuals before and during the crossing

of an intersection, helping both initial alignment and main-

tenance of a straight path.

2. Related Work

Many systems have been developed in an attempt to

tackle the veering and intersection crossing problem en-

countered by the visually impaired community. While some

of these systems are commercially available, many systems

remain limited to an academic setting, and are still either

in the experimental phase or would be too expensive for

widespread commercial deployment. These systems typ-

ically lie within two main categories of systems: sensor-

based and vision-based systems. In this Section, we present

some of these systems and how they motivated the approach

presented in this work.

2.1. SensorBased Systems

The first category of systems focuses on employing sen-

sors typically mounted on the user. One such orienta-

tion and way-finding interface system was proposed in [37]

where they explore three different interfaces. The system

is comprised of a computer placed in a backpack, to be

worn by the user, with an array of speakers placed against

the back used to vibrate the direction to follow, a digital

compass mounted either on the shoulder or in a hat, and a

pair of ear buds mounted on the hat providing stereo au-

dio beeping. The authors found a 31% significant improve-

ment in veering performance when compared to the base-

line veer. It is important to note that the authors initially

attempted to augment the orientation signal from the digi-

tal compass by installing a pedestrian signal system at test

intersections which would communicate with the backpack

computer. However, this could not be accomplished due to

state laws and difficulties with the installation and mainte-

nance of such a system. This further demonstrates the dif-

ficulty that one would face in deploying such a system at

intersections in a given city. Another drawback with this

system is the need to recalibrate the digital compass after

every intersection. This makes such an application highly

impractical for the intended user group. Finally, the system

also assumes that the user is properly oriented at the onset

of crossing.

Guth [17] proposes the Anti-Veering Training Device

(AVTD) which employs a solid state gyroscope to measure

the user’s cumulative rotation as they walk along a path.

The gyroscope also provides tilt and temperature compensa-

tion adding robustness to the system. The user is presented

with veering correction speech cues and feedback about per-

formance. However, it is not apparent how the system’s ef-

fectiveness and accuracy were evaluated. Paneels et al. [31]

build on this work with their Walking Straight application

which also uses the gyroscope to measure body sway and

orientation. This work also focuses on the feedback modal-

ity based on typical mobility training for the blind. The

experiment consisted of walking in a straight line towards

a 15 m target after initially being positioned in the correct

orientation. It was conducted in a controlled outdoor envi-

ronment, and not at an actual intersection. They find that

the system reduced veering to half that encountered during

the control condition. Another important result from their

experiment was that the most effective method for provid-

ing veering feedback was a continuous beep rendered in the

ear opposite to the veering direction. As such, the current

proposed application uses a continuous beep stimulus.

While these systems can be effective in an ideal setting,

sensor stability can prove problematic when the system is

continuously used. This is due to the need of recalibrat-

ing the sensors, making such systems risky in the intersec-

tion crossing task. Additionally, these systems assume that

the user was initially properly oriented. However, this can

be a difficult task when taking into account the complex

sound environment at typical intersections, as discussed in

[6]. Moreover, neither of these systems has the capability

of providing information regarding the pedestrian signaliza-

tion status.

2.2. VisionBased Systems

In recent years, many systems have been proposed that

instead employ computer vision techniques. Shen et al.

[42] developed a prototype on a Nokia 6681 mobile phone,
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utilizing the camera for detection. The system detected

zebra-crossings using segmentation of the edges of strips

in the pattern. However, the authors explain that the al-

gorithm performed worse than an earlier version that was

implemented using a desktop computer and higher resolu-

tion camera. With the advances in mobile devices, Ahme-

tovic et al. build on the work in [42] by building a two-part

system comprising of a Zebralocalizer [4] and ZebraRecog-

nizer [3]. The former is used to interface between the user

and an iOS application while the latter uses a 5-step pro-

cess, computing the position of the zebra-crossing by using

a combination of the camera and the device accelerome-

ter as inputs. Furthermore, they transform the problem into

three stages: an approaching stage, an aligning stage and a

crossing stage. The user detects and crosses an intersection

by holding the mobile phone (an iPhone 4) parallel to the

ground, with the camera ”looking” for the zebra-crossing.

The results were positive, with all the subjects successfully

capable of crossing a 6-meter road in an average three to

five seconds.

One of the major limitations of these systems is the need

for a zebra-crossing pattern, as its presence is infrequent in

many cities. As a result, users would still lack the ability to

fully and autonomously navigate through an unknown area.

Later work by Ahmetovic et al. [5] has been done to address

the zebracrossing scarcity. In this work, the researchers de-

signed a system that mines existing image databases (e.g.

Google Street View images) to plan a route that ensures all

intersections have zebracrossings. While this method offers

an elegant solution, it still doesn’t provide users with an in-

dependent experience. Another limitation of such a system

is its inability to deal with occlusions. As a result, these can

cause users to move in wrong directions leading to poten-

tially dangerous situations.

Ivanchenko et al. [22] proposed a system that detects

the more common two-stripe crosswalk instead of zebra-

crossings, removing the reliance on this pattern. The au-

thors develop the Crosswatch application running on a

Nokia N95 mobile phone. Additionally, they use ac-

celerometer readings to estimate the direction of gravity,

making it easier to position the camera in the correct ori-

entation. In addition, they utilize a 3D analysis technique

as an attempt to ensure the subject remains within the two-

stripes. To perform this analysis, they use the focal length

of the camera lens and estimate an average height of 1.5-m

for adults. Finally, the system used high-pitched tones to

inform the user if their feet were inside the two-lane cor-

ridor. The preliminary experiments required that the blind

user correctly identify the location of a crosswalk. How-

ever, the experiments did not include task of crossing the

intersection and, therefore, does not allow for evaluation in

effectiveness. Additionally, it not clear how such a system

would handle partially or fully occluded stripes.

Moreover, Poggi et al. [34, 33] proposed the use of a

pocket-sized device with and embedded CPU, coupled with

a custom RGBD camera attached to wearable glasses. This

device uses the dense disparity map from the RGBD cam-

era to determine the ground plane, which serves as a reliable

way to discriminate between the ground and the rest. Fur-

thermore, they train a CNN model, similar to [26], which

takes as input a wrapped image of the ground and, if a cross-

walk is present, determines its orientation. The authors re-

port a near-perfect accuracy on their test set, testimonial to

the power of these models. However, it is important to note

that this system uses custom hardware (e.g. custom RGBD

camera) designed by the authors. It is not clear how it would

be deployed for the general public in an efficient and cost-

effective manner. In addition, the authors only report testing

results on a computer in an off-line setting. Thus, it is not

clear how this system would perform in a real world ex-

periment with blind participants. Finally, this system was

designed for the initial orientation part of the intersection

crossing task. We are not aware if it can easily be adapted

to provide users with real-time veering feedback.

Both of these types of systems rely on the presence of a

zebra-crossing or a two-stripe crosswalk. However, as we

have experienced through our investigation of the problem,

zebra-crossings are not always present at intersections and

the lines in the two-lane corridors are, in many cases, faded

or obscured. In such intersections, these systems would be

incapable of assisting users in their everyday travels. The

system proposed in the present work does not depend on

any particular structure at intersection crosswalks as it uti-

lizes recent advances in machine learning to detect veering

problems.

3. Street Crossing from Demonstrations

Despite the recent surge of work in intelligent robotics,

to our knowledge, the results from this research have

scarcely been applied to alleviate sensorial, motor and cog-

nitive impairments in humans [7]. We believe that such

research, in particular, the technique of Learning from

Demonstration, is well suited to addressing the problem of

veering during street crossing.

3.1. Motivation

Learning from Demonstration (LfD) is based on the idea

of transferring human behavior to intelligent agents [20] [8].

An agent’s policy is a function π : S → A that maps every

state s ∈ S to an action a ∈ A. Conceptually, algorithms in

the LfD domain aim to acquire the optimal policy π∗ for a

task from a series of demonstrations D = {d1, d2, ..., dm}
that can guide an agent while autonomously performing the

task. Following this methodology, we can gather the knowl-

edge of sighted ”experts” on the intersection-crossing task,
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and transfer these to an intelligent assistive agent for the

visually impaired.

To completely formulate an LfD solution, one must es-

tablish the structure of the world states s ∈ S that the agent

may reach, the actions a ∈ A that the agent is capable

of performing, and a transition function T (s′|s, a) that ex-

presses the probability of landing in s′ ∈ S given that the

agent executes action a from state s. In most real-life sce-

narios, the state is not fully observable. Most LfD models

handle this uncertainty by relying on the agent’s observa-

tions of the world, z ∈ Z , instead of the complete repre-

sentation of its internal structure [8]. Therefore, our LfD

method must determine the optimal policy, π∗ : Z → A
using demonstrations di = (zi, ai) ∈ D : Z × A. We

now describe the application of this approach to the street

crossing domain.

3.2. Action Space Design

In LfD, a transition t ∈ T between states occurs when

an agent executes the actions specified by its policy. We

choose to discretize the space of possible actions by divid-

ing the agent’s field of view into 12 evenly spaced verti-

cal bins as presented in Figure 1, following a similar ap-

proach taken in previous research [38, 10, 23]. Each bin,

v ∈ V,V = {v1, v2, ..., v12}, is an action in A an expert

would recommend to execute given an observed state in the

street crossing task. The bins are intended to capture the

heading of the goal relative to the expert’s field of view,

with bin v1 corresponding to the agent having to veer max-

imally to the left, and bin v12 representing having to veer

maximally to the right.

For situations where an expert could not identify the

bin including the goal, for example, in the scenario shown

in Figure 2a, our problem model also included an action

unknown ∈ A. As we will discuss in Section 4, this repre-

sentation allowed us to experiment with different levels of

granularity for the action space.

3.3. Task Demonstrations

Once the problem design space was defined, the structure

of the demonstration set had to be specified. We divided our

collection of demonstrations into two steps: (i) demonstra-

tions acquisition and (ii) expert’s knowledge extraction.

Each demonstrator was asked to stand at the corner of an

intersection, holding a smartphone at chest level, and cap-

ture, from a first-person perspective, the sequence of ac-

tions required to cross the intersection. The motivation for

this particular position of the smartphone is the outcome

of previous experiments carried out with visually impaired

users [30, 31]. As our interpretation of the street crossing

task also included an initial orientation phase to the cor-

rect direction towards the goal, demonstrators were asked

to record the procedure of rotating within a range of ±45o

about the appropriate heading from the starting corner to the

goal corner.

Furthermore, as suggested by previous work [35, 45, 38],

the high sensitivity of LfD techniques to the quality of

demonstrations greatly impacts their generalization ability.

A comprehensive set of samples (z, a) ∈ D should capture

not only the optimal behavior of the task, but also states

that could only be reachable by some suboptimal action se-

quence. To ensure that this was the case, the demonstrators

were asked to include suboptimal behaviors in their cross-

ings, along with the corresponding corrective actions.

Our demonstrators recorded 215 videos of approxi-

mately 25 s each from street intersections in downtown

Montreal, Canada, registering the sequence of states tran-

sitioned by sighted individuals performing the task. As a

compromise between data quantity and a desire to mini-

mize redundancy of frames at a high framerate of 30 frames

per seconds (fps), we extracted frames from the collected

videos at a rate of 2 fps, which resulted in a total of 8125

observations.

Figure 1: Action space discretization into vertical bins V =
{v1, .., v12} from left to right.

3.4. Experts’ Knowledge Extraction

As our method did not incorporate a technique to cap-

ture the demonstrators’ actions on-site, we relied on three

experts’ knowledge to extract optimal behavior from those

observations, in a post-demonstrations procedure. For this,

each expert was presented with frames randomly sampled

from the observations, in a structure similar to the one de-

picted on Figure 1. They were then asked to select the bin

v ∈ V that contained the position of the goal.

To ensure some resiliency to occlusions in the derived

policy, we instructed the experts to choose the bin closest to

the presumed goal position in scenarios in which the goal

was occluded or otherwise not visible, provided that its lo-

cation could be assumed (e.g., Figure 2b). We expected that

under most conditions, a sighted individual could quickly

estimate the relative orientation towards the goal from a sin-

gle observation. For those exceptional cases where it was
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not possible to infer the target position, the experts were

asked to assign unknown as the recommended action (e.g.,

Figure 2a).

By virtue of symmetry, we were able to mirror each im-

age around its central vertical axis and associate the flipped

image with the corresponding inverse action (i.e., swapping

left-to-right with right-to-left). This allowed us to create

a set of synthetic observations which, combined with the

demonstration examples gathered, doubled the size of D
and ensured a balance between the states explored and the

optimal behavior observed.

(a) total occlusion of the environ-

ment

(b) optimal actions inferred even

if the goal is not visible.

Figure 2: Examples of demonstrations’ frames including

corner cases in our dataset.

3.5. Policy Derivation Technique

The literature on LfD suggests the existence of three cat-

egories of policy derivation methods: direct learning, in-

direct learning, and execution plans, only differentiated by

how much understanding of the environment each algorithm

requires while inferring a policy [20, 8]. The algorithms

contained in the Direct Learning category are mostly inde-

pendent of beliefs about the internal state of the environ-

ment, thus easier to implement. Then, the family of direct

policy learning algorithms was our preference to solve the

street crossing veering problem.

Based on the discretization of our actions space and the

reduction of the observations to features, we choose to im-

plement our policy extraction strategy as an image classi-

fication problem. A classification problem is one where a

classifier c(x) : X → Y is used to predict the class y of an

instance x, having y ∈ Y , Y = {y1, y2, ..., ym} a discrete

set of classes. Usually, x ∈ X is a vector ~f = {f1, f2, ..fn}
of features that reduce the dimensionality of the samples in

X . In a supervised learning setting, the classifier is trained

using a dataset N of samples in the form (~fi, yi). Thus,

we established the equivalence: D ≡ N ,Z ≡ X,Y ≡ A
where the classifier c(x) : Z → A, a CNN model, was

trained to infer our policy π∗ directly from samples on D.

3.5.1 CNN for Classification Tasks

As an image usually contains irrelevant and redundant in-

formation for the resolution of visual tasks, it is better to

deal with a condensed representation of such knowledge.

Computer Vision techniques often rely on the extraction of

salient attributes as a way to minimize the dimensionality of

the information contained in an image. Manual extraction

of those features requires a comprehensive understanding

of the environment and the task at hand. The appearance of

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) has come to allevi-

ate this need while achieving human-level performance on

computer-assisted visual tasks.

Notably, CNN architectures have eliminated the pre-

requisite of hand-crafted feature extraction algorithms by

learning the required features and the task at hand, simulta-

neously [9]. Since ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recog-

nition Challenge 2012 [39], CNN have obtained state of

the art results [24] on benchmark datasets in image clas-

sification, segmentation or object detection like ImageNet

or PASCAL Visual Object Classes Challenge (VOC) [13].

Yosinksi et al. [47] analyzed why CNN has performed

remarkably well on visual tasks and concluded that the way

convolutional filters are organized explains this success in

part. In a CNN, each convolutional filter learns to search

for specific patterns in an image. Filters on first layers of

these models learn to detect low-level characteristics (e.g.,

edges), while filters in deeper layers are fine-tuned to com-

pose the low-level patterns into high-level features (e.g.,

the shape of a flower), according to a hierarchical struc-

ture. Therefore, we used CNN architectures to convert our

z component of the demonstrations di = (zi, ai) to a vec-

tor z : ~f = {f1, f2, ..., fn} of features and to map these

features into our discrete action space A, thus generating an

optimal policy π∗.

3.5.2 Transfer Learning

Training a CNN for classification using randomly initialized

filters, or even with traditional heuristics [16], is usually a

challenging and time-consuming task as the space of the

models’ hyper-parameters has to be explored. Moreover,

our dataset had significantly fewer instances that the Ima-

geNet dataset (8725 vs. 1.2 million instances) and the di-

mensionality of the classification task is significantly lower

(13 vs. 1000 classes). Consequently, the direct application

of models designed for ImageNet could lead to overfitting

our dataset and to the loss of generality on the predicted

actions.

In this regard, the notion of transfer learning helped us to

overcome those obstacles. The theory of transfer learning

establishes that the knowledge on a source problem space
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Ps of a learned task Ts could help improve the learning of

a target task Tt on a target problem space Pt. How much

knowledge is transferable from one domain/task to the an-

other is directly associated with the amount of overlap be-

tween the problem areas in both [29].

Therefore, there exists a proven transferability property

between features of a CNN trained on different visual tasks

[46]. Although the overlapping between our demonstra-

tions and the training samples on the ImageNet dataset is

not clear, we still relied on models pre-trained on the latter

as a starting point for fine-tuning different classifiers. Con-

sequently, the high-level features of our problem were built

upon the low-level features in the pre-trained models by re-

training the appropriate deeper layers in each model.

Interestingly, the derivation of policies with supervised

learning has presented some weakness in the past when the

independence and identical distribution of the samples col-

lected on D cannot be guaranteed (i.i.d principle)[38]. To

guarantee such independence, each frame and the corre-

sponding expert’s action was considered a self-contained

demonstration. Recent applications of LfD and CNN to

navigation problems in robotics [10, 15, 23] have disre-

garded the sequential interpretation of a go-to-goal process

thus inferring a stationary (time independent) policy. More-

over, the observations presented to the experts for label-

ing were randomized, ensuring their action (class) recom-

mendation was independent of a sequential analysis of the

frames.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Training the Agent

The accuracy of CNN models has significantly improved

in recent years relative to their computational complexity

[11]. However, state of the art results remain dependent on

models relying on high-performance hardware, especially

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) to carry out their infer-

ence within adequate time constraints for real-life or real-

time applications. Recent work [21, 19, 36, 32] has ex-

plored CNN architectures that aim to achieve a balance be-

tween the human-level accuracy results of their predeces-

sors and the prediction time, thus making the application

of deep learning techniques to a real-time problem, such as

street crossing, feasible.

In this work, we experimented with four state of the

art CNN architectures. Firstly, Resnet50 [18] and Xcep-

tion [12] have a reported top-5 accuracy over 90% on the

ImageNet dataset. This motivated our exploration of their

potential as policy extractors. Moreover, we were curi-

ous to investigate the performance of network models that

have been designed specifically to achieve a balance be-

tween classification accuracy and training/inference time.

Thus, we selected Squeezenet [21] and Mobilenet [19] as

our testbed for a mobile deployable solution.

Our transfer learning approach was based on the fine-

tuning of each model by removing the latest layers, con-

taining high-level features, and training our custom struc-

ture from scratch. In the cases of Xception, Mobilenet and

Squeezenet, after removing those high-level-feature layers

from each model, we added a 3×3×32 convolutional layer,

followed by a 1×1×|A| convolutional layer, both activated

with ReLUs [27]. Finally, we added a softmax activation

layer with a size of |A|. Because of the particular structure

of residual networks [18], we could only add to Resnet50

an extra fully connected layer converging to the number of

actions and, similarly to the models above, this layer was

followed by a softmax activation layer.

After introducing these modifications, we fine-tuned

the models, while holding the pre-trained layers constant,

and only trained the final layers we added. Each model

was trained with a small learning rate (0.0002), using the

RMSprop optimizer [44] (ρ = 0.9, ǫ = 1× 10−8, δ = 0.0)

and a categorical cross-entropy loss. The values of these

hyper-parameters were selected empirically. With this con-

figuration, we aimed to ensure the stability of the pre-

trained values of each model.

We then experimented with reducing the dimensionality

of the action space. Starting from the arrangement of 12

bins, we generated the following three configurations:

• 4-actions space: V1, by combining

{v1, ..., v4}, {v5, ..., v8} and {v9, ..., v12} into

{vleft, vstraight, vright} respectively, plus the

unknown action, as shown in 3a.

• 8-actions space: V2, by combining {v2, v3},

{v4, v5},..., {v10, v11}, reserving bins {v1} and

{v12} for those situations when the goal is not visible

but its position can be inferred, as shown in Figure 3b

• 13-actions space: V3, retaining the full configuration

of as shown in Figure 3c

For each of these configurations, we modified the as-

sociated Softmax layer to accord with the sizes of A1 =
V1,A2 = V2,A3 = V3, and added v0 = unknown. We

then trained the CNN classifiers and evaluated their perfor-

mance.

4.2. Testing the Agent

To evaluate the generalization of the learned policy, we

created a second demonstration dataset from different inter-

sections that were not included in the training set. Follow-

ing the procedures described in Section 3, a supplementary

collection of 51 videos was acquired, resulting in a new set

O : Zo × Ao of 1170 observations. The optimal action

for those samples was crowd-sourced to another ten experts
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(a) 4-actions configu-

ration

(b) 8-actions configu-

ration

(c) 13-actions configu-

ration

Figure 3: All actions-space configurations experimented

while training and testing the agent.

who labeled each sample at least five times. The conditions

described for labeling the initial set D were also followed

here.

Table 1 presents the accuracy of the derived policy, ap-

plied over the observations on O. These results are com-

puted based on the best-predicted action of the classifier

compared to the action that received the most votes from our

experts. However, we note that best-action accuracy metrics

are not meaningfully indicative of the model’s actual per-

formance on a practical task. Instead, Table 2 presents the

mean absolute error in the agent’s predicted action, a mea-

surement computed by taking the absolute difference be-

tween the index of the action inferred by the policy from an

observation and the index of the winning vote from the ex-

perts. Considering that our distribution of the action space

is dependent on the spatial arrangement of the bins, we ex-

cluded the results of the action unknown in this calculation.

Model 4-Action 8-Action 13-Action

ResNet-50 0.746 0.635 0.503
Xception 0.822 0.615 0.526

Squeezenet 0.775 0.483 0.393
Mobilenet 0.822 0.599 0.467

Table 1: Accuracy of each model in predicting the correct

action, compared to the experts’ optimal action.

Model 4-Action 8-Action 13-Action

ResNet-50 0.27± 0.03 0.61± 0.07 1.14± 0.12
Xception 0.20± 0.03 0.59± 0.07 1.05± 0.12

Squeezenet 0.26± 0.03 0.83± 0.07 1.37± 0.12
Mobilenet 0.20± 0.03 0.71± 0.08 1.24± 0.12

Table 2: Each model’s mean absolute difference between

predicted action and the experts’ optimal action, presented

with the corresponding 95% confidence margin.

As can be seen, relying solely on the accuracy metric

would suggest that the agent exhibits poor performance.

However, given the mean absolute error reported—typically

within a difference of a single bin—the average perfor-

mance of the system is actually satisfactory across all model

types and action space configurations. This can be verified

by analysis of the confusion matrix for each action-space

configuration. One can observe in Figure 5 a strong ten-

dency around the diagonal in all four models, indicating that

errors in the agent’s prediction are most often the result of

confusion with an adjacent, i.e., very similar, action. Thus,

a mean absolute error metric is more appropriate than a sim-

ple correctness percentage score to characterize the perfor-

mance of the model. Although we only present here the

8-actions configuration, similar behavior was exhibited for

the other action-spaces tested.

(a) experts’ prediction (b) agent’s prediction (c) activation map

Figure 4: Mobilenet top-3 predictions (blue, green, red)

vs. experts’ predictions on the 8-action-space. A missing

bin corresponds to unknown. (c) shows the CNN activa-

tion maps [41].

It is also interesting to note that for situations where the

experts’ optimal action was unknown (i.e., the correct label

is 0), the agent would most often confuse it with the extreme

veering conditions (i.e., actions 1 and 7). This suggests that

when the expert is unsure of the required action, the agent’s

predictions recommend rotation. We suspect that this be-

havior is related to the way experts chose the optimal action

in the training demonstrations; when the goal was not seen,

the expert would choose the edge column that they guessed

was the best direction to which one should rotate. Fig-

ures 4 and 5 make it evident that the agent has also learned

this behavior. Although some perfect agreements between

the policy and the expert’s judgment are represented in the

first row of Figure 6, there are still scenarios in which the

goal is occluded and the policy is not capable of inferring

the correct behavior, as shown in the third row of Figure 6.

4.3. Mobile Prototype

To evaluate the potential of our solution, we developed

a prototype application, initially for the Android platform,

presuming our users would possess nothing more than a

smartphone and bone-conduction headphones as an aid to
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(a) Resnet50 (b) Xception

(c) Squeezenet (d) Mobilenet

Figure 5: Confusion Matrix for each model trained on the

8-action-space configuration.

complete the task. While designing this prototype, we de-

cided not to pursue an evaluation of factors such as energy

efficiency, traffic data, or inference times. Instead, we im-

plemented a mobile-only approach to gauge the feasibility

of such an implementation empirically.

Our prototype performs three high-level tasks. First, us-

ing the front-facing camera of the smartphone, the system

captures and pre-processes video frames. Next, a batch of

these frames is fed into the pre-trained network for infer-

ence, based on Google’s Tensorflow API for Android [2],

and the results are collected. The relative position of the

goal is extracted from the policy contained in the model,

and converted to an angle from the subdivision of the 90o

region in front of the user.

Based on those results, a stereo panning audio signal

is rendered, representing a beacon the user should follow

to reach the goal. This approach of rendering is intended

to mimic the general assistive behavior of the Accessible

Pedestrian Signal. Testing of this system with human sub-

jects is expected to begin shortly.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented a basis for the construction of an in-

telligent assistive agent with the aim of helping the visually

impaired with safely crossing road intersections. As dis-

cussed in Section 4, the LfD method implemented has ef-

fectively eliminated the need of extracting specific features,

such as zebra stripes, from the environment (e.g. second row

of Figure 6). Instead, it uses the advances in deep learning

to extract the necessary features to derive an optimal pol-

icy. In all model configurations, we observed that the agent

was capable of predicting close to optimal actions (when

compared to experts), as seen by the confusion matrices in

Figure 5.

However, as the analysis of the results showed, a lot of

work still remains. Firstly, our method would greatly bene-

fit from the collection of a larger number of demonstrations

for both the training and testing processes. This increase in

amount of data would undoubtedly help the generation of a

robust agent, more capable of handling usual roads config-

urations. Another interesting problem would be to explore

human-computer interaction aspect.

(a) experts’ predic-

tions

(b) agent’s predictions (c) activation maps

Figure 6: Mobilenet top-3 predictions (blue, green, red)

vs. experts’ predictions on the 8-action-space. A missing

bin corresponds to unknown. (c) shows the CNN activa-

tion maps [41].

That is, how should one render the agent’s outputs with

each of the action-space configurations we presented. To

answer this question, future work should aim at developing

a smartphone application, built on these trained models. A

user study with visually impaired individuals should then be

conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the various ren-

dering possibilities. Moreover, it would be interesting to

benchmark each model’s battery consumption statistics and

inference times.
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